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About This Game

You exist in countless dimensions, surely in one of them you can succeed.

You are not the hero in this story, you'll be lucky to make it out alive.
Explore shifting catacombs that are never the same twice, learn to navigate the devious traps and defeat monsters hell-bent on

murdering you.
The successful rogue will master swords, bows and magic, learn to heal when afflicted and make the most out of resources. The

successful rogue learns from mistakes and becomes stronger through experience. Will you be a successful rogue?

The Dungeoning is a difficult action platformer with character levelling, set in a procedurally generated dungeon. Kill enemies,
level up using experience and master varied weapons and magic. Collect gold to spend with traders and buy better weapons. Try

NG+ and beyond for an extra challenge.
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the dungeoning download. the dungeoning. gordie the dungeoneering pet

Incredibly boring, it feels like the game has no soul at all. Everything is overly stiff.. Solid little rogue-like platformer. Feels like
a 2D Dark Souls.. Well all is good hard retro styles GREAT easy to learn controls GREAT needs java unless you run 64bit beta
"" compatibility BAD

JAVA = BAD

Well tried again and still not as great as i would have hoped.... Calling The Dungeoning "Spelunky Souls" is spot on. The combat
and platforming feels like a less polished Spelunky, while the pace and "learn from mistakes" difficulty mirrors that of Dark
Souls.

The Dungeoning is a pretty short game, consisting of only 3-4 tilesets over 16 floors of the dungeon. A full run only takes about
60-90 minutes.

Encounters with enemies are very similar to Dark Souls, in that enemies seen unfair and daunting until you learn their attack
patterns. Mastering how to react to and counter enemies will let you breeze past them in subsequent play throughs.

The sword play is skillful and satisfying. Bows, slingshots, and wands each provide different projectile trajectories making all 3
useful in different situations. You will switch weapons very often depending on the dangers at hand.

You have a shield, but it is only effective against projectiles, and only in a small frontal arc. Unfortunately this makes blocking
much less effective than simply dodging.

There are no time limits, so much like Dark Souls you are free to slow down, take your time, and study each encounter before
diving in.

Every run is a fresh start, as there is no meta-progression. This works quite well for The Dungeoning. Progression is satisfying
because when you get farther than before you know it is because YOU as the player got better.

Pros:
+Unforgiving but predictable enemy behaviors and attacks.
+Nice pixel sprites that aren't too stlized.
+Loot! In the form of weapons, shields, rings, and consumables.
+Visually stunning particle FX and lighting.
+Great 8-bit pixel sounding SFX.
+Short.
+New Game Plus mode.

Cons:
-Clunky, difficult to navigate menus.
-Meager character leveling options.
-No save system, so a game winning run must be done in one sitting.
-Consumables are slightly too abundant.
-Awful video and control options typical of cheap indie titles.
-No Steam achievements.

Fun to beat once in a few hours if you can pick this game up for a few bucks. I'd gladly play through this game again if more
content is released.. Overall, I would recommend The Dungeoning. It's addicting, however there's currently not a whole lot
present to keep you interested for very long. If you're in to these types of games, then I would recommend you at least consider
The Dungeoning.
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An awesome 2D rogue-like
But it goes nowhere other than offering score and achievements to show you've been there.
This title appears to be hidden in Steam's catalogue but I hope to see some of Steam's more prominent developers
discover this and work with a similar concept; adding a sense of progress by taking some notes from Dungeonmans.. Type of
Game:

2D Action Platformer with PDL elements

Version Played:

PC version through Steam

Similar Games:

Rogue Legacy, Spelunky, Legend of Dungeon and to a lesser degree Dark Souls

The Good:

- Randomly generated dungeons that contain secret rooms, vendors, enemies and treasure
- The strategic gameplay consists of a careful balance between offense (swordplay, archery, and magic) and defense (shield
blocking, player positioning, and enemy avoidance)
  - This gameplay structure really supports the similarities between it and Demon/Dark Souls
- The pixelated graphical design of the game is quite enjoyable and shares similar lighting effects with Legend of Dungeon
- A plethora of items await the player on their quest such as swords, bows, rings, potions, wands, etc…
- A progression system that boosts the player’s strength, vitality, defense, and magic though some are more beneficial than
others (See The Bad)
  -Scrolls can be looted, which also level up these stats
- The a fore-mentioned rings can add unique tweaks to the gameplay, such as sacrificing speed to increase strength

The Bad:

- The length of the game is entirely too short to be considered a contender in the growing Steam catalogue of PDLs and
roguelikes
  - Just when I was starting to feel as though I was getting into a rhythm with the game, it abruptly ended with limited fanfare
- Due to the lack of variety in level design, weapon-type options, and character choices: a player would have a tough time being
compelled to continue playing The Dungeoning after their brief first run
  - It doesn’t help that there are no achievements or unlocks as the player progresses in the game (outside of NewGame+, which
is more of the same)
- While the player is given four different areas to increase at each level-up, strength appears to be the only one worth sticking
points into as the increased health can greatly improve the player’s chances of success
- The difficulty level is not as hard as advertised
  - While the player will die during their first dungeon run attempts, this is primarily due to the mild learning curve
  - Once the player has figured out the controls of the game, it is quite easy to plod deliberately through to the end
- While story sometimes takes a backseat in PDLs, the complete absence of one in The Dungeoning doesn’t help its longevity
factor

Can you play it while the children are awake?:

Yes. The pixelated violence does not overdo it with gore and the damage indicator is an old school flash instead of a blood
animation.

Did I make time to complete it?

Yes, but simply because it was so short to do so. My winning play-through took me an hour and a half to complete. There are
evidently numerous new game plus iterations, but I never felt compelled to progress farther than NewGame+.
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Recommended Purchase Price:

The Dungeoning was a fun game to play, but over far too quickly. While I like the unique strategic combat elements a lot, its
lack of depth and replay-ability really don’t help it stand out among the crowded genre of roguelikes or PDLs. I would
recommend picking this up on a Steam sale for $4.99

or

42% of current retail value of $11.99

A Quick Look at those Games You Might Buy
http://www.gamersglance.com. This game is pretty great, looks good and plays very well, it's hard, but in a good way. Just needs
this controller deal figured out and it'll be that much better. The Dungeoning is a rather simple platformer roguelike written in
java.

Pros:

- Lovely graphics
- Roguelike elements (procedural generation, perm death)
- Exploding barrels!
- Good level generation, so far all levels were fun

Cons:

- Only one class
- No information on what does upgrading stats after leveling up does (which is very important to know in this kind of games)
- You can't sell items to the shopkeepers, you can only buy from them, and you can't check description of shop items
- You can't check stats of equipable items such as weapons, shields, rings, etc. You only get a small description text
- You have to use two buttons to shuffle between your weapons, which sucks when you have a bunch of different weapons

Overall it's a fun little game. It does have some fun and interesting mechanics such as exploding barrels, having to use your bow
and slingshot to destroy them from afar to get loot without hurting/killing yourself.

While the game doesn't let you pick a class, your character can use swords, bows, slingshot, magic wands (to shoot magic, duh)
and you can upgrade stats to build a character the way you want.. Fun game, I got it on sale for $6 but sadly I would not
recommend it for the full $12. TBH, I'm sort of regretting that $6 cost considering what $6 can get you on Steam summer sales.
The game is fun but if you're any good you'll probably beat it pretty quickly. I gather that it's a work in progress even if it says it
isn't. I noticed a lot of features have been added at request of the community so I thought I'd ad my bug report to this review.
Don't drop an item that is equipped. It will remain equiped but picking it up will not give you the same item object so you can't
unequip it. I only have one ring slot this run now. :/. If you're into the whole pixel side-scrolling, rouge-like combat dungeon
crawlers then this is for you.

The Pros:
*Controls feel good and responsive
*Early levels are quite hard
*Variety of weapons
*Stat modifyers
*L!nk's Downthrust sword technique
*Mar!os's Wall jump technique

The Cons:
*Game is way too short, then you need to finish it like 3 times? the +, ++ and +++? or something like that
*Could use more variety of weapons (or at least add stats to see which item is better (value) or what effect it has)
*Needs more variety of enemies between levels, such as minibosses or bosses (the game doesn't even have a boss)
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*Some achievements are not synced from in-game with steam, I only obtained 39\/50, probably due to a problem with the
statistics from the game itself. (Couldn't obtain the playtime one, cutting bushes, killing eyesores, falling from high altitude,
etc...)

I would recommend to get this game when on sale.. This game is not nice. I love it. Id love it more if you could choose your
gender and charcter name. Its kinda like POWDER but, POWDER has way more depth to it. I don't think its worth the price
(Obviously since I compared it to a free game) but, I do reccommend it if its on sale. :-).  Well i made it to level 5 , is that good?
if it wasn't for those two possessed chests coming to life and feasting on me , plus F U little blue gnome guy you were too
spooky for me and made me prang out and get eaten by the chests 

This game is splendid , absoulety splendid
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